
 

1337.edu.az1337.edu.az website was inaugurated for the purpose of providing the increase ofwebsite was inaugurated for the purpose of providing the increase of
awareness on cybersecurity. The main aim of creating the resource is formingawareness on cybersecurity. The main aim of creating the resource is forming
theoretical knowledge and practical skills on cybersecurity, fight againsttheoretical knowledge and practical skills on cybersecurity, fight against
cybercriminals among the users of different age group. At the same time, it iscybercriminals among the users of different age group. At the same time, it is
planned to organize the community events and to form healthy environment forplanned to organize the community events and to form healthy environment for
internet usage in the framework of the project for the purpose of extension of theinternet usage in the framework of the project for the purpose of extension of the
cybersecurity understanding in the educational establishments. cybersecurity understanding in the educational establishments. 

  

Each internet user of different age group may get acquainted with the innovationsEach internet user of different age group may get acquainted with the innovations
in the field of information security and share information on different categories byin the field of information security and share information on different categories by
signing up on signing up on 1337.edu.az1337.edu.az website.  website. 

  

On the website there is “Discussion Forum” section where blog posts onOn the website there is “Discussion Forum” section where blog posts on
information security are regularly placed by specialists on cybersecurity. As wellinformation security are regularly placed by specialists on cybersecurity. As well
as, in this section it is discussed significant issues such as “Incident managementas, in this section it is discussed significant issues such as “Incident management
and responsive measures”, “Penetration tests”, etc. and their solutions areand responsive measures”, “Penetration tests”, etc. and their solutions are
showed. showed. 

  

It shall be noted thatIt shall be noted that 1337.edu.az1337.edu.az resource was established as a result ofresource was established as a result of
successful product of “Cybersecurity” training project of the Ministry of Educationsuccessful product of “Cybersecurity” training project of the Ministry of Education
of the Republic of Azerbaijan directed to improvement of knowledge and skills onof the Republic of Azerbaijan directed to improvement of knowledge and skills on
cybersecurity and fight against cybercriminals and it is supported by Educationcybersecurity and fight against cybercriminals and it is supported by Education
System Informatization Department.   System Informatization Department.   
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